Pendant with beads on long picots
C 2013 Jennifer Williams

Requirements:
Size 20 thread, 58 size 9 or 11 beads, 1 size 6 mm bead (optional)
a safety pin, a size .4 crochet hook, 1 jump ring, a chain necklace,
a fine needle for adding the 4 mm bead and the usual tatting
equipment.
Abbreviations:
R. = Ring, p = picot, 3B = 3 beads, cl = close ring,
RW = reverse work, CH. = chain, + = join

To work the beaded long picots in this pattern
Enlarge the ring round your hand then make a loop in it, near the
double stitches, then using the fine crochet hook string 13 beads
onto the loop and secure in place with the safety pin, adjust the
threads to bring the beaded picot up next to the double stitches (Fig. 1).
Work 3 more double stitches then carefully remove the safety pin,
remove 2 of the beads then replace the safety pin. (Fig. 2) there will
now be space between the beads for the long picot to be attached to
the ring where stated in the pattern.
Fig. 2

Fig. 1

The Pattern
Fig. 3
String 12 beads then wind about 11 2 metres on your shuttle - with the beads. Do not cut.
2
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R.A Bring 3 beads from the shuttle into the ring round your hand then work:
A
3
3, p, 2, 3B, 2, p, 3, cl, (Fig. 3) RW
3
2
CH. 2, RW
R.B 4, + to ring ‘A’, 2, make a beaded long picot as above but, this picot will need an extra bead and a
jump ring as it is the one that will be threaded on the necklace, so string 14 beads and the jump ring.
(Fig. 4) 3, remove 2 beads from the long picot, as above, and replace the safety pin (Fig. 5).
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

R.B continued…
Move 3 of the beads up close to the ring then attach the long picot
to the ring between the third and fourth bead by taking the thread
(that is round your hand) over the space between the beads, 3ds,
move up 6 beads and the jump ring and attach the long picot to
the ring by taking the thread (that is round your hand) between
the ninth and tenth beads, 3 ds, remove the safety pin and work
a join to the end of the long picot, 2, p, 4, cl, (Fig. 6) RW
CH.
2, RW
*R.C Bring 3 beads from the shuttle into the ring round your hand.
3, + to previous ring, 2, 3B, 2, p, 3, cl, RW
CH.
2, RW***
R.D
4, + to previous ring, 2, make a loop in the thread round your hand
and string 13 beads, adjust the thread to bring the beads close to
the ring, as before,
3, remove 2 beads from the long picot then attach it to
the ring between the third and fourth beads, as above.
3, move along 5 beads on the long picot then take the
thread that is round your hand between the eighth and
ninth beads, 3, remove the safety pin and + to the end
of the long picot, 2, p, 4, cl, RW
CH.
2, RW**
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Repeat from * to ** then from * to *** (Fig. 8)
R.H

CH.

4, + to previous ring, 2, make a loop in the thread round your hand
and string 13 beads, adjust the thread to bring the beads close to
Fig. 8
the ring, as before,
3, remove 2 beads from the long picot then attach it to
the ring between the third and fourth beads, as above.
3, move along 5 beads on the long picot then take the
thread that is round your hand between the eighth and
A
ninth beads, 3, remove the safety pin and + to the end
of the long picot, 2, bring the ball thread to the front of
H
your work then + to the free picot on ring ‘A’, 4, cl, RW
2.
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Cut leaving ends about 6 inches (15 cm)
Turn your work over so that the wrong side is facing you.
Pull the core (shuttle) thread through between the base of
ring ‘A’ and the start of the chain.
Using the fine needle, take the same thread through the
4 mm bead, then through the chain at the base of ring ‘E’,
and back through the bead again.

F

Tie the ends then secure them.
Pass the chain necklace through the jump ring
on the long beaded picot around ring ‘B.
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